
LECTURE PLAN

Can droplet swimmers help us to identify general physical concepts that drive
lifelike (biomimetic) behaviour?

1. What are common artificial swimmer models and why should we study them?

2. What are the advantages of droplet based models in particular?

3. Physical principles behind droplet dynamics

4. Biomimetic examples 1: three ways to induce helical and oscillating swimming

5. Biomimetic examples 2: smart droplets via chemotaxis and autochemotaxis

with: Carsten Krüger, Babak Vajdi Hokmabad, Prashanth Ramesh, Chenyu Jin, Ranabir Dey, Kyle Baldwin,
Gunnar Klös, Carola Buness, Martin Wagner, Jens Meyer, Katarina Henning
and: Marco Mazza, Arnold Mathijssen, Mitya Pushkin, Ramin Golestanian, Jérémy Vachier, Jaime
Agudo-Canalejo, Suropriya Saha
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BIO-MICROSWIMMER EXAMPLES

Sperm, monoflagellate [1]

Chlamydomonas, biflagellate [2]

Paramecium, ciliated [3]

Euglena, deforming [4]

size examples [5]

▶ microalgae, parasites, motile cells

▶ motion strategies e.g. back-propelled, front
propelled, ciliary, deformative

[1] Kantsler et al. eLife 3, e02403 (2014); [2] Qin et al., Sci Rep 5, 9190 (2015); [3] WC:Andrei Savitsky, CC BY-SA 4.0;
[4] WC:Deuterostome, CC BY-SA 3.0; [5] Lauga, & Powers, Rep. Prog. Phys. 72, 096601 (2009)
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MICROSWIMMERS IN TECHNOLOGY

fantastic, spectacular and terrifying physics?

▶ biomedical applications (drug delivery)

▶ lab-on-a-chip, sensors, microreactors

▶ smart materials

We need both theory and
artificial models to understand
biology and inspire applications
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KEEP IN MIND I

"This model will be a simpli�cation and an 
idealization, and consequently a 
falsi�cation. 
It is to be hoped that the features retained 
for discussion are those of greatest 
importance in the present state of 
knowledge."
                                                                                                       Turing

[1] Turing, The chemical basis of morphogenesis, Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B, 237, 37 (1952).
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KEEP IN MIND II

"What I cannot create, 
I do not understand"
                                           Feynman
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ARTIFICIAL MICROSWIMMER EXAMPLES

biohybrids [1,2]

Janus swimmers [3,4]

asymmetric swimmers [5]

assemblies [6]

artificial flagella [7]

Photogels [8]

bubble jets [9]

extruding flagellae [10]

[1] Medina-Sánchez et al., Nano Lett. 16, 555 (2016); [2] Yasa et al., Adv. Mat. 30, 1804130 (2018); [3] Howse et al., PRL 99, 048102 (2007);
[4] Perro et al., J. Mater. Chem. 15, 3745 (2005); [5] Kümmel et al., PRL 110, 198302 (2013); [6] Heckel et al. Langmuir 36, 12473 (2020);

[7] Dreyfus et al., Nature 437, 862 (2005); [8] Zhang et al., Small 15, 1903379 (2019); [9] Magdanz et al., Angew. Ch. 53, 2673 (2014);
[10] Cholakova et al., Nat. Phys. 17, 1050 (2021);
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A MODEL

"Il semble que la perfection soit atteinte 
non quand il n'y a plus rien à ajouter, 
mais quand il n'y a plus rien à retrancher."

...perfection � attained 
not when there � nothing more to add 
but when there's nothing left to take away.
                                                                          Saint-Exupéry

"Il semble que la perfection soit atteinte 
non quand il n'y a plus rien à ajouter, 
mais quand il n'y a plus rien à retrancher."

...perfection � attained 
not when there � nothing more to add 
but when there's nothing left to take away.
                                                                          Saint-Exupéry

[1] Saint-Exupéry, Terre des hommes (Gallimard, 1941)
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THE SALES PITCH FOR DROPLETS

▶ Origin of life involves fluid compartments and interfacial
phenomena (membranes/surfactants) [1]

▶ Cells: soft fluid sacs with internal structure whose mechanical
properties are droplet-like (i.e., squishy)

▶ theory models: interfacial instablities in a droplet converting fuel
can e.g. already drive division processes [2]

▶ technological implications of droplets in complex environments: see
mRNA vaccines, LFT devices! [3]

▶ last but not least: can be mass produced at high
uniformity/monodispersity

[1] S. I. Walker et al., Phil. Trans.Roy. Soc. A 375, 20160337 (2017).; [2] D. Zwicker et al., Nat. Phys. 13, 408 (2017).;
[3] W. C. K. Poon et al., Soft Matter 16, 8310 (2020)
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ACTUALLY, NOT A NEW IDEA
Otto Bütschli

[3]

"I voiced the opinion that the phenomena around and inside the elementary organism would 
only be made clear by understanding the physicochemical conditions of their emergence and 
decay. I attempt ... to draw on a property of liquid bodies, i.e. the surface tension, to explain the 
division phenomena I studied in detail in the protoplasmic cell body."
                                                                                                                                                                                                   O. Bütschli

[1] O. Bütschli, Untersuchungen über mikroskopische Schäume und das Protoplasma, W. Engelmann (1892);
[2] R. Armstrong & M. Hanczyc Artificial Life 19, 331 (2013); [3] R. Armstrong, www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAu806cKWqE
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A MODERN DROPLET SWIMMER
using lab standard chemicals

A swimming droplet

TTAB Surfactant

N+

CH3

CH3

CH3

Br-

non-polar polar

water

oil

TTAB

▶ Bütschli used things like olive oil, egg white and potash. . .

▶ 5CB oil droplet (≈ 100 µm) slowly dissolving in concentrated aqueous surfactant solution (TTAB)

▶ self-propelled motion while it dissolves (typical time ≈ 1 − 2h), driven by interfacian tension gradients

[1] Herminghaus et al., Soft Matter 10, 7008 (2014); [2] Maass et al., Annu. Rev. Cond. Mat. 7,6 (2016)
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PROPULSION MODEL

▶ surfactant solution: surfactant monomers
(at CMC), micelles, oil droplet

▶ filling micelles depletes the interface

▶ depletion increases with filled micelle density

▶ final, dissolved state: oil dispersed into micelles

▶ moving droplet: filled micelles trail behind
interfacial tension increased at the back
self-sustaining Marangoni gradient
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VARIOUS EXPERIMENTAL DROPLET MODELS

▶ other solubilization models: water in oil, other
oils/surfactants, bromination (Thutupalli, Dauchot,
Brujic [1-3])

▶ Janus-type droplets: demixing, Pickering type
(Zarzar, Seemann [4,5])

▶ chem. eng. studies: phototaxis, chemotaxis,
intricate chemical pathways, dopants (Hanczyk,
C
v
ejková, Toyota, Katsonis, Officer [6-10])

Self-Propelled Oil Droplets Consuming “Fuel” Surfactant

[1] Izri et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 248302 (2014); [2] Thutupalli et al., New J. Phys. 13, 073021 (2011);
[3] Izzet et al., Phys. Rev. X 10, 021035 (2020); [4] Meredith et al. Matter 5, 616–633 (2022); [5] Li et al., Soft Matter 16, 6803–6811 (2020);

[6] Lancia et al., Nat. Commun. 10, 5238 (2019); [7] Toyota et al., JACS 131, 5012 (2009); [8] Xiao et al., Adv. Mat. 30, 1801821 (2018);
[9] Lagzi JACS 132, 1198 (2010); [10] C

v
ejková et al., Artificial Life 23, 528 (2017)
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LAST PRELIMINARIES. . .
A short virtual lab tour and some theory

https://xkcd.com/365/
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DROPLET GENERATION AND GEOMETRIES
Precision is key

Monodisperse mass production
Controlled experimental geometries

▶ droplet production in capillary and planar devices

▶ PDMS soft lithography

[1] Anna, Annu. Rev. Fluid Mech. 48, 285 (2016); [2] Qin et al., Nat. Protoc. 5, 491 (2010);
[3] Christoffersson & Mandenius, Cell-Based Assays Using iPSCs for Drug Development and Testing 227–233 (Springer, 2019)
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OBSERVATION
Room for creativity

wide field tracking [1]
chemical and flow
imaging [2]

optical anisotropy
[1]

pH mapping [3]
camera

o
b

jec�
ve 

an
d

 fi
lter

droplets in cuve�e

fluorescence (Nile red)

scanning laser sheet

▶ experimental advantages: mesoscopic length scales, slow
dynamics. high quality data, good statistics.

▶ quantitative analysis of chemical and flow fields: use dyes,
pH markers, fluorescent colloids, optical anisotropy. . .

▶ challenges of 3D imaging: density matching, imaging
(selective plane, stereoscopy)

[1] Krüger et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 048003 (2016); [2] Hokmabad et al. Phys. Rev. X 11, 011043 (2021);
[3] Möller, et al., Eur. Phys. J. E 44, 41 (2021); [4] Hokmabad et al., PNAS 119, e2122269119 (2022)
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MICROSWIMMER HYDRODYNAMICS
Low Reynolds numbers

▶ Stokes equations (no external forces)

0 = −∇p+ µ∇2u, ∇ · u = 0

▶ droplet propulsion determines boundary conditions: deformation, or coupling to
external fields

▶ if stress tensor σ = −p1 + µ[∇u + (∇u)T ] is known, global swimmer motion
(forces and torques) can be inferred from local boundary integrals:

F(t) =
∫∫

S
σ · n dS L(t) =

∫∫
S
x × (σ · n) dS

▶ linearity of Stokes eqn superposition solutions

▶ functional basis usually hydrodynamic multipoles or Legendre polynomials
(squirmer model).

usually:

Re =
ρUL
µ

=
UL
η

≈ 10−3

[1] Lauga, & Powers, Rep. Prog. Phys. 72, 096601 (2009) [2] Lauga, The Fluid Dynamics of Cell Motility. Cambridge University Press (2020).
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THE SQUIRMER MODEL

▶ idea: Everything is a sphere at first order!

▶ replace complex swimmer with a sphere with slip velocity us = uθ(r = a) in S.

▶ decompose uθ in associated Legendre polynomials P ′n(cos θ): lowest order
squirmer only uses n = 1, 2

us = B1 sin θ + B2 sin θ cos θ.

▶ use Bn as coefficients for solution in full (r , θ) space if needed

▶ classify swimmers by squirmer parameter β = B2/B1

good reviews: [1] Lauga, & Powers, Rep. Prog. Phys. 72, 096601 (2009) [2] Lauga, The Fluid Dynamics of Cell Motility. CUP (2020).
[3] Chisholm et al., JFM 796, 233 (2016) has a nice compact summary; spherical cow: Keenan Crane, CC BY-SA 4.0
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PUSHER, PULLER, NEUTRAL SQUIRMER

pusher, β = −5 neutral, β = 0 puller, β = 5

▶ e.g. E. coli (pusher), driven from the back, ‘pusher’, β < 0

▶ Chlamydomonas, front driven ‘puller’, β > 0

▶ explains phenomena like pushers swimming parallel at flat interfaces, pullers scattering off (see arrows)

[1] Wikipedia:Xamm; [2] Downton & Stark J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 21, 204101 (2009);
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MICROSWIMMER HYDRODYNAMICS
HD singularities

▶ idea: everything is a point quantity

▶ fundamental solutions to Stokes equations: point force and point source:

∇p− µ∇2u = f δ(x0), u ∝ 1
r

∇u = Qδ(x0), u ∝ 1
r2

▶ first derivatives (dipoles): opposing forces, a source and a sink

▶ continue with higher orders quadrupoles, octupoles etc.

▶ note 1: higher orders decay faster in r

▶ note 2: globally force and source free, i.e. dipoles are
lowest order included

▶ far field behaviour is often just modelled by the force
dipole (slowest decay ∝ 1/r2)

▶ a squirmer is equivalent to source dipole + quadrupole
and force dipole in this framework [4]

[1] Chwang & Wu, JFM 67, 787 (1975); [2] Lauga, & Powers, Rep. Prog. Phys. 72, 096601 (2009)
[3] Spagnolie & Lauga, J. Fluid Mech. 700, 105 (2012) [4] Kuron et al., Soft Matter 15, 5908 (2019)
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DROPLETS ARE GREAT SQUIRMERS

▶ spherical objects with prescribed interfacial velocity

▶ we can estimate us using tracer colloids

▶ extract squirmer parameter β ≈ −0.3

▶ ‘standard’ 50µm droplets are weak pushers

[1] Jin et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 127, 088006 (2021).
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WHAT MAKES SWIMMERS OSCILLATE?
We need at least two broken symmetries

Helically swimming sperm E. coli near interface

▶ shape asymmetry (circle swimmers)

▶ external asymmetry (interfaces, flow)

▶ breakable topological symmetries (liquid crystals)

▶ broken symmetries that cause self propulsion

asymmetric artificial swimmer
[1] Jikeli et al., Nat. Commun. 6, 7985 (2015); [2] Kümmel et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 198302 (2013); [3] Lauga et al., Biophys. J. 90, 400 (2006)
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EXAMPLE 1: RHEOTAXIS IN MICROCHANNELS

Our group

Carola
Buness

Babak Vajdi
Hokmabad

Chenyu JinRanabir
Dey

Theory friends

Andreas Zöttl Arnold
Mathijssen
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DO YOU NEED TO BE ALIVE TO SWIM UPSTREAM?
Introduction

top: trypanosoma, from [3], bottom: E. coli, from [4]

▶ parasites in blood vessels [3], E. coli in Poiseuille flow [4]

▶ our experiment: active droplet,
imposed flow in microfluidic channel [5]

▶ model with HD singularities

[3] Uppaluri et al., Biophys. J. 103 1162 (2012); [4] Mathijssen et al., Nat. Commun. 10, 3434 (2019); [5] Dey et al., Nat. Commun. 13, 2951 (2022)
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ELEMENTARY OSCILLATIONS

Active particle model [6]

▶ minimum: active particle plus flow vorticity
Ωf = ∇× u

∂tr = v0ê + vf ∂t ê =
1
2
Ωf × ê

▶ can be mapped on pendulum, so yields
generic oscillations [6]

▶ for more detail (near field effects at wall),
one needs hydrodynamics

Fluid dynamics model [6,4]

▶ use HD singularities and method of images, here
example for force dipole [7]:

image
system

force dipole free
surface

image
system

force dipole no-slip
surface

▶ surface is no-slip, so more images required (force
and source quadrupoles) [8]

▶ force dipole only is a far-field description

cf. Electrodynamics:
point charge over
conducting interface

Wikipedia, Geek3

[4] Mathijssen et al., Nat. Commun. 10, 3434 (2019); [6] Zöttl et al., PRL 108, 218104 (2012);
[7] Berke et al., PRL, 101, 038102 (2008); [8] Blake, Proc. Cambridge Philos. Soc. 70, 303 (1971)
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EXTENDED TO DROPLET SWIMMERS

Adapted model (summary)

▶ force dipole, source dipole (finite size), and quadrupole (near field HD) [9]: uswimmer = αufd + βusd + γusq

▶ α = 0.16, β = 0.26, γ = −0.08 chosen to match weak pusher droplet

▶ uHI: image systems for all 3 singularities at all 4 no-slip channel walls (i.e., many) [5]

uHI = α
∑

u∗fd + β
∑

u∗sd + γ
∑

u∗sq

▶ uimposed: pressure driven in rectangular channel (Poiseuille-ish)

utotal = uswimmer + uHI + uimposed

▶ use reciprocal relations for L and F (Faxén’s laws): derive coupled differential equations for speed and orientation
dynamics vx , vy, ∂tΨ

▶ solve numerically to evaluate trajectory.

[9] Kuron et al., Soft Matter 15, 5908 (2019); [5] Dey et al., Nat. Commun. 13, 2951 (2022)
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DOES THIS CAPTURE THE DYNAMICS?

▶ with increasing imposed flow, dynamics change from upstream oscillation to trapping to swinging downstream drift
(general feature for all models)

▶ grey (no HI) and green (no finite size) lines: you need the complete image systems. . .

▶ . . . if you want realistic speed and orientation dynamics for this class of swimmer.

[5] Dey et al., Nat. Commun. 13, 2951 (2022)
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CONTROLLABLE AND REPRODUCIBLE
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EXAMPLE 2: NEMATIC OSCILLATIONS
Spontaneously broken topological symmetries

nematic
T < Tc

clearing point:
Tc = 34°C

isotropic
T > Tc quasi 2D

confinement

▶ oil phase: nematogen 5CB, instead of its ‘kinked’ isotropic isomer CB15

Krüger et al., PRL 117, 048003 (2016)
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LIQUID CRYSTAL ELASTICITY (NEMATOGENS)
Why they add complexity to active droplets

▶ usually, nematogens are rod-like molecules

▶ sterically alignment preferred, entropy favours disorder

▶ director n, unit (pseudo)vector of local orientation

▶ elastic distortion free energy [1]

Fd =
1
2
K1(∇ · n)2 +

1
2
K2(n · ∇ × n)2 +

1
2
K3(n×∇× n)2

splay twist bend

flow: director:

▶ what causes distortions? Interfacial topology, boundary
conditions (surfactant), and flow (anisotropic viscosity)

▶ droplet features conserved ‘hedgehog’ defect

▶ optical anisotropy: polarized images show director field
and defect

▶ compare with numerical model to estimate Fd [2]

[1] de Gennes & Prost, The Physics of Liquid Crystals. (Clarendon Press, 1993); [2] Bahr, Phys. Rev. E 104, 044703 (2021)
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NEMATIC ORDER INSIDE A MOVING DROPLET

local order parameter
resting
centred defect

flow field
straight motion (capillary)
defect at anterior

defect vector
curling (2D confined)
off-axis defect

▶ energy cost of deformation leads to restoring forces and torques

Krüger et al., PRL 117, 048003 (2016)
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DEFECT DYNAMICS

curls meanders

▶ chemotactic interaction with own trail causes elongated curls/defect oscillations

Krüger et al., PRL 117, 048003 (2016)
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CURLING TRAJECTORY PROPERTIES

defect angle

▶ increases with speed

▶ decreases with droplet size (same
topological charge in smaller
volume)

mean squared displacement

▶ plateau: effect of loopback

▶ ballistic motion ∝ t2 is mostly
recovered

force free bulk motion
(density matched)

▶ data from scanning light sheet

▶ chemical drift normal to curvature helix

▶ no global orientation or handedness
(red/blue)

Krüger et al., PRL 117, 048003 (2016)
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HIGHER ORDER INTERFACIAL MODES

Sketch of the theory (Michelin and Lauga):

▶ droplet consuming surfactant at interface S :

ηo/i∇2u(o,i) = ∇p(o,i) ∇ · u = 0
∂C
∂t

+ u(o) · ∇C = D∇2C

▶ u and C coupled by BCs for surfactant consumption, chemophoretic slip
velocity and Marangoni stress discontinuity

Dn · ∇C = −A, u(o) − u(i)= M(I − nn) · ∇C , n · (σ(o) − σ(i))= −γC(I − nn)∇C

▶ non-dimensionalised by Péclet number Pe ≡ UR/D, depending on activity, size,
and viscosity

▶ squirmer model and mode stability analysis: higher interfacial modes get
unstable with increasing Pe

[1] Happel & Brenner. Low Reynolds Number Hydrodynamics. (Englewood Cliffs 1983); [2] Michelin, arXiv:2204.08953 (2022);
[3] Michelin, Lauga, & Bartolo, Physics of Fluids 25, 061701 (2013); [4] Morozov & Michelin J. Chem. Phys 150, 044110 (2019)
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HOW DO DROPLETS SWIM IN VISCOUS MEDIA?

0% glycerol

40% glycerol

20% glycerol

{
60% glycerol

▶ substituting water with increasing
fraction of glycerol

30x increase in outer dyn.
viscosity µo

▶ increasing Péclet number:
Pe = VR/D

▶ increasingly unsteady swimming

Hokmabad et al., PRX 2021
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REORIENTATION AND SPEED STATISTICS

Unsteady swimming:

▶ distribution of reorientation angles P(|δθ(δt)|)
broadens

▶ angular correlation function CVV decays faster

▶ distribution of instantaneous speeds P(|V |)
broadens

▶ only weak decrease in mean speed

Hokmabad et al., PRX 2021
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VISUALISING CHEMICAL AND HYDRODYNAMIC FIELDS

▶ Nile Red dye in oil phase (red)

▶ green tracer colloids in aqueous bulk medium

▶ imaging of chemical (red trails) and
hydrodynamic fields (tracer dynamics)
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CHEMICAL AND HYDRODYNAMIC FIELDS

▶ kymographs around droplet perimeter:
chemical field I(θ), tangential speed, uθ
and radial, ur

▶ x-axis polar angle θ, y-axis time

▶ unsteadiness coincides with higher modes
in hydrodynamic and chemical fields
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CHEMICAL AND HYDRODYNAMIC FIELDS

▶ kymographs around droplet perimeter:
chemical field I(θ), tangential speed, uθ
and radial, ur

▶ x-axis polar angle θ, y-axis time

▶ unsteadiness coincides with higher modes
in hydrodynamic and chemical fields
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CHEMICAL AND HYDRODYNAMIC FIELDS

▶ kymographs around droplet perimeter:
chemical field I(θ), tangential speed, uθ
and radial, ur

▶ x-axis polar angle θ, y-axis time

▶ unsteadiness coincides with higher modes
in hydrodynamic and chemical fields
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HYDRODYNAMIC MODES

▶ hydrodynamic model (Re ≈ 10−4, Ca ≈ 10−5): spherical droplet consuming surfactant at interface

▶ higher modes appear (growth rate λ > 0) with increasing

Pe ≈ 18π2

kBT
qsr2

s ζR
2
dµ

i

[
µ

(
2µ+ 3ζ/Rd

2µ+ 3

)]
, µ =

µi

µo

(with qs surfactant consumption rate, rs monomer radius, ζ interaction length scale, µi,o inner/outer visc.)

▶ mode dynamics in kymographs dominated by fastest growing mode

cf. Anderson, Michelin, Morozov, Lauga, Bartolo: Ann. Rev. Fluid Mech. 21, 61 (1989); Phys. Fluids 25, 061701 (2013); JFM 860, 711 (2019).
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CONSEQUENCES FOR SPACE EXPLORATION

▶ Reorientation and slow trail diffusion cause transition to 2D self avoiding walk
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FLOW FIELDS WITH INCREASING R
Disc shaped pinned droplets

Vortex shifting forward

unstable quadrupolar mode
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HELICAL TO CHAOTIC SWIMMING MODES
Changing activity or length scale

▶ force free 3D in density matched medium

▶ top: increasing surfactant concentration (activity), bottom: increasing droplet size

▶ transition from straight to helical to unsteady motion

▶ helical modes are possible in non-axisymmetric squirmer model (which is extremely hard analytically)

[1] Hokmabad et al., Soft Matter 18, 2731 (2022). see also [2] Izzet et al., Phys. Rev. X 10, 021035 (2020).
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SMART DROPLETS?

Interactions with the
chemical environment drive:

▶ Chemotaxis

▶ Autochemotaxis

▶ Self avoidance

▶ Self trapping
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CHEMOTAXIS

E. coli attracted by
galactose:

Adler, Science 166, 1588 (1969)

Droplets attracted by
surfactant:

all in quasi-2D:

▶ droplets attracted by surfactant source at (x, y) ≈ (0, 2.5)

▶ gradient speeds up and rectifies droplet motion close to the source

Experiments

Marco Mazza Jérémy Vachier

Theory

Carsten KrügerChenyu Jin
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CHEMOTACTIC MAZE SOLVING

spreading surfactant control experiment
(colour code: time)

di
ff
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in
g

su
rf

ac
ta

nt

with surfactant gradient

▶ droplets are guided through a maze by surfactant gradients

▶ surfactant diffuses in maze, gradients point towards shortest path

▶ over time, droplets efficiently seek out the optimum path

Jin et al., PNAS 114, 5089 (2017)
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NEGATIVE AUTO-CHEMOTAXIS: TRAIL AVOIDANCE

Marangoni
gradient

interfacial flow

empty micelle
advection

trail of filled 
micelles

▶ droplets are repelled by gradients in filled micelles

▶ micelles are slow, trails are persistent

▶ trails pose a repulsive energy barrier

Jin et al., PNAS 114, 5089 (2017); Jin et al., PRE 100, 040601(R) (2019); Hokmabad et al., PNAS 119 (24) e2122269119 (2022)
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AUTOCHEMOTAXIS IN BRANCHED CHANNELS

▶ branch choice depends on preceding droplet, time ∆t between the two passages

▶ anticorrelation: caused by filled micelles in trail, effect decays with increasing ∆t

▶ random choice after micelle density c equilibrates

▶ model: stochastic branch choice, biased by micellar gradient force at t = ∆t

[1] Crank, The mathematics of diffusion (Oxford University Press, 1979); [2] Jin et al., PNAS 114, 5089 (2017)
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GRADIENT ESTIMATE

▶ circular junction mapped onto 1D polar coordinate x = 2l
π
θ

▶ initial concentration: step function at c0 in top channel

▶ micellar diffusion (Df ) around pillar periodic boundary conditions
(reflecting walls)

▶ evaluate gradient ∂xc at x = l at passage time interval ∆t

balance against stochastic noise term

t=Δt

Jin et al., PNAS 114, 5089 (2017)
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BRANCH CHOICE: LANGEVIN DYNAMICS

▶ Branch choice in small area d2 and short time τ (∂xc(τ) ≈ const.)

▶ irreversible, no turning back once inside channel

▶ Brownian motion (noise Γ) under a constant gradient force (coupling κ)

▶ Overdamped Langevin equation
dx
dτ

∣∣∣∣
x=l

= κ∂xc +
√

2DdΓ(τ).

▶ Biased Brownian process between two absorbing boundaries

x(τ)− l = (κ∂xc)τ +
√

2DdB◦(τ)

[1]Jin et al., PNAS 114, 5089 (2017);
[2] Pinsky & Karlin, Brownian motion and related processes, in An introduction to stochastic modeling (Elsevier 2011)
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BRANCH CHOICE: ANTICORRELATION

Biased Brownian process between two absorbing boundaries:

Probability for absorption at l + d (anticorrelation):

P =
1 − exp(−2ξ)

exp(2ξ)− exp(−2ξ)
, ξ =

κ · d
2Dd

∂xc

Average (anti-)correlation, choices labelled by ±1:

⟨C⟩ = −1 · P + 1 · (1 − P) = tanh(−ξ(∆t))

Jin et al., PNAS 114, 5089 (2017)
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MODEL APPLIED TO EXPERIMENT
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▶ ⟨C⟩ for ≈4000 passage pairs binned by ∆t

▶ fitting function: ⟨C⟩ = tanh(−ξ)

▶ insert c(∆t) from diffusion model

ξ =
κ · d
2Dd

∂xc = − a√
∆t

[
2 exp

−b
∆t

− 1 − 2 exp
−4b
∆t

+ exp
−9b
∆t

]

a=
κ

Dd
· c0 d

4
√
πDf

autochemotactic force
noise

b=
l2

Df
≈ 400 s micellar diffusion time

Jin et al., PNAS 114, 5089 (2017)
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MANY DROPLETS IN UNCONFINED 2D

Jaime 
Agudo-Canalejo

Suropriya 
Saha

Ramin Golestanian

LMP department (caging)

Babak 
Vajdi Hokmabad

Ranabir Dey

ASM group

Hokmabad et al., PNAS 119 (24) e2122269119 (2022)
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FREE SWIMMERS: REFLECTION VS. CROSSING

▶ fluorescently labelled oil phase (trails light up)

▶ short times (steep gradient) or shallow angle reflection

▶ long times (weak gradient) or head-on angle crossing

Hokmabad et al., PNAS 119 (24) e2122269119 (2022)
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GRADIENT QUANTITATION BY FLUORESCENCE
Decay of Gaussian

▶ sanity check: can we assume that the droplet is a
constantly emitting chemorepellent point source?

▶ is the chemorepellent concentration proportional to
fluorescence?

I(x, t) =
M0√

4πDfm(t − t0)
exp

(
−x2

4Dfm(t − t0)

)
Dfm = 52.5 µm2/s

▶ Dfm, filled micelles, t0: time droplet crossed the AA’ line
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CHEMICALLY ACTIVE POLAR PARTICLE MODEL

▶ force coupling term α (slows down)

▶ torque coupling Ω (rotates)

ṙi = V0ni − α∇c|r=ri +
√

2Dt ξt

ṅi = Ω ni × (ni ×∇c|r=ri ) +
√

2Dr ni × ξr

▶ CAPP model fits to multiple recorded interactions:

Dr < 0.01 rad2
/s Ωc0 = 7 × 103 µm2/s αc0 = 3 × 104 µm3/s

▶ rotational diffusion is negligible, effect of α is small, interaction is torque dominated

Model for chemoattractive Pseudomonas: [1] Gelimson et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 178102 (2016); [2] Saha et al., Phys. Rev. E 89, 062316 (2014)
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CAGING IN ENSEMBLES

▶ droplets get arrested by frequent reorientation

▶ escape mechanism 1: surrounding trails diffuse

▶ escape mechanism 2: accumulation of their own exhaust
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2D CAGING

▶ ‘caging’ plateau in mean squared displacement

▶ seen both in experiment and simulation based on α,Ω theory
fits
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COOPERATIVE HYDRODYNAMICS
No self-caging

H=a H=4a H>10a

▶ what’s the difference?

▶ only transient clusters for quasi 2D, H=a
(wall screening)

▶ line formation for shallow wells, H=4a
(equatorial attraction)

▶ large scale clusters for deep wells

H=a H=4a

H>10a

a

Droplet hovercrafts

[1] Krüger et al., EPJ E, 39, 64 (2016)
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NEMATIC VS. NON-NEMATIC DROPLETS
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WHAT CAN DROPLET MICROSWIMMERS TEACH US?

▶ motile active matter: conversion of molecular scale free energy to
macroscopic dynamics.

▶ non-linear dynamics and emergence is common in artificial and
biological microswimmers

▶ ‘spherical cow’ models like droplets serve to test general, idealized
theory models. . .

▶ . . . if we understand emergent phenomena in such a simple system,
we can see whether the underlying physics causes similar effects
elsewhere
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SWIMMERS WILL SPIN FOR MANY REASONS

▶ built-in asymmetries

▶ external asymmetries

▶ broken topology

▶ intrinsic asymmetry of self-propulsion
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AUTOCHEMOTAXIS MAKES DROPLETS SMART

Primitive strategies for

▶ decision making

▶ efficient space exploration

▶ quorum sensing

can be based on the generation of slowly
diffusing chemical signals
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EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED!
Beauty far from equilibrium

▶ swimmers cluster in 3D but not in quasi 2D

▶ nematogen swimmers oscillate, nematogen clusters
don’t rotate

▶ increasing the viscosity doesn’t slow swimmers down,
but makes them unsteady

▶ repulsive autochemotaxis expands search area in single
swimmers, traps swimmers in collectives
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